Design for Learning: 21st Century Online Teaching and Learning Skills for Library Workers (D4L)
was developed as a partnership between the South Central Regional Library Council, Syracuse University's School of Information Studies, and the Empire State Library Network. This project was made possible in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS), Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Grant Project #RE-06-14-0014-14.
While completing the Design for Learning program, you will be able to:
1. Successfully transfer face-to-face teaching and learning skills and pedagogy to the online environment. 2. Evaluate and gain experience with various platforms and tools for online teaching and learning. 3. Design and create online instruction and instructional materials. 4. Practice teaching and learning online.
Participants in the program go through a series of modules (most about 4 weeks long), culminating in a capstone project to develop a unit of online instruction for their library.
The first two cohorts went through the program between September 2015 and January 2017. A self-paced version of the program will be available for free to library workers across the country via WebJunction.org starting in the summer of 2017. During each week, you will be prompted to complete both reflection questions and exercises as you go through the week's lesson. You may choose to print this part and write by hand, or to use a word-processing program to fill this in. Please enter your work here to keep it all together as part of your final portfolio for the program. You may also want to share some of your work in the discussion forums.
About the Modules

Week 1 -Reflection 1
Draft a communication policy either for your overall project or just one that you'd like to use when working with distance patrons or students in an online course or lesson.
Explain your reasoning in making your choices. If you do not think a communication policy is necessary, please explain why this is so.
Draft a participation policy either for your overall project or just one that you'd like to use when working with distance patrons or students in an online course or lesson.
Explain your reasoning in making your choices. If you do not think a participation policy is necessary, please explain why this is so.
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Assignment 1 -Set the tone for your Online Learning Environment
Step 1: Think about your learners' needs in an online space. What policies do you think are the most important for your online environment? Take a few minutes to write down your thoughts. This may take the form of an outline for the syllabus for your own project, or can be more general.
Step 2: Post some of these thoughts in the discussion forum for this week, also sharing some thoughts about the communication and participation policies you drafted for reflections this week, and your other thoughts about setting the tone for your online learning environment.
You may want to attach your work in progress to your post. You can attach a PDF, Word DOC/DOCX, Excel file, or if you wrote your entries in by hand, scan those pages or take photos of them to share.
Step 3: Make sure you also follow up by going back to the discussion forum later and responding to another student to provide some feedback on what they posted.
What are some similarities, or some differences, between how you envision your online learning environment vs. how they are envisioning theirs?
This checklist highlights different functions that can be found across different online learning environments. Go through and select which you will need for the online instruction you are planning. This will help you to choose tools and seek out tips moving forward through this week and into the future.
My OLE needs to: Assignment 2 -Crafting an online learning environment
Step 1: If you are creating a capstone project / lesson design plan, begin to craft the syllabus, policies, and the online environment for your class. Tell us what tools or systems you might use for your OLE and why. Your work at this stage may take the form of outlines, storyboards (for your online access to all pieces, as opposed to one individual piece of content), or narrative notes. You may even want to start setting up content in some of these tools, in which case you can share a screenshot or give us a link to check it out. You may also want to revise your instructional design plan based on your choices, especially steps 5-7 (the blank template is provided again here in this workbook chapter).
OR
If you are not completing a capstone project or lesson design plan, take a screen shot of an online learning environment that you think is not particularly effective. Discuss what parts are problematic and how you would fix them. This also could be in the form of a narrative, outline, or sketches/storyboard.
Either way, use as many pages as you need, but be sure to collect them back in this workbook.
Step 2: Click on "reply" below the initial discussion prompt in the forum for this week, and in the text of your post, share some highlights of your work on this assignment.
You may want to attach your work in progress to your post -include any parts you want to share. You can attach a PDF, Word DOC/DOCX, Excel file, or if you wrote your draft by hand, scan those pages or take photos of them to share.
Step 3: Don't forget to follow up by responding to another student to provide some feedback on their work so far. Everyone's choices will be different, so there should be a lot to compare and contrast.
